
You are receiving the report that begins on the 
next page because you have supported me in my 
efforts to preach the gospel in Manhattan through 
prayers, encouragement, and/or financial 
assistance.

If you are a member of a church that is financially 
assisting me in this work or has done so in the 
past, please print and post a copy of this report or 
forward it to the person responsible for doing so. 

I certainly did not intend to leave anyone off this 
mailing list who should have been included. If you 
would like me to (1) add additional recipients to 
this mailing list, (2) send future reports to you by 
regular mail, or (3) remove you from this mailing 
list, just let me know.

I would greatly appreciate any suggestions you 
have on how I might improve this report. 

Thank you so much for everything. 

In Him, Tim.



March 24, 2019

Beloved brethren:

I think I would be remiss if I did not first thank God and you for enabling me to sow the seed of the gospel in 
New York City. Your support came to me at a time when I was really in need of encouragement. I am resolved 
to do my best to be faithful to the trust you are putting in me.

So much has happened I am not sure where to begin. Once we secured the support we needed to live in 
Manhattan, Tammy and I put our house and automobiles on the market and went to New York for a week to 
find and rent a place to live. We found a small but nice and safe two bedroom apartment only six blocks from 
where the Upper West Manhattan congregation assembles. The monthly rent is a mind numbing $4,100 a 
month.

After we returned home, we went to Kentucky so I could preach for one of the congregations that is 
supporting me in this work. We then went to Tampa, Florida for the FC lectures. When we got back, we 
started packing in earnest. I decided to rent a U-Haul instead of hiring movers. As much as I did not want to 
drive a 26 foot truck on the east coast, I could not justify spending an extra $6,000 plus to have someone else 
move us.

Since last July, Tammy and I have grown very close to the brethren at the Newman Road congregation in 
Joplin, Missouri and the brethren of the Downtown church of Christ in Rogers, Arkansas. I preached for the 
former a dozen times and we assembled with the latter when we were in town. Both congregations were so 
supportive and sent us off to New York in such a kind and generous way that they will always hold a very 
special place in our hearts.

We began loading the U-Haul truck on Sunday, February 17. We had lots of help and we greatly appreciate 
what everyone did. We had to leave the house in a condition to sell, so we finally got on the road later the 
next day. We stayed the first night in Dickson, Tennessee. We stayed the second night with our oldest 
daughter, Bella, and her family in Centreville, Virginia. It snowed several inches overnight. Thankfully, the 
roads did not freeze. We stayed the third and final night of our journey right across the river from Manhattan in 
New Jersey.

Getting across the Hudson River into Manhattan the next morning on the George Washington Bridge almost 
broke me. The roads were slick and the GPS did not realize that we were driving a truck so it took us on 
routes that were not accessible to us. But, praise God, we finally made it to the apartment and found an 
awesome parking place. 

With the help of my son-in-law, Nathan, and several local brethren we unloaded the truck first at the 
apartment and then at the storage unit. I then had to return the truck to a U-Haul facility in Brooklyn. We had 
the same trouble with the GPS that we had before and I once again came very close to pulling over and 
abandoning the truck. But, with the providence of God, Tammy’s navigation, and the kindness of some traffic 
cops, we made the eleven mile trip in only two and a half hours! I was never so glad to leave driving behind 
and use public transportation. 

I have decided that there is only one rule of driving in New York City and that is not to hit anyone. Otherwise, 
pretty much anything goes. And I might add that New York City drivers are very fond of honking. I know this 
because nothing absorbs the sound of their horns. Rather, it bounces off all the concrete and even though we 
are nine floors up we hear it almost as clearly as if we were right next to them on the street. Life in the city is 
loud. 

While we sold a lot of our belongings before we moved, we still took far more things than our apartment can 
possibly handle. When we got back from returning the U-Haul, the apartment was so full we could barely 
move around. But, with much effort, a few sales, and several charitable contributions, Tammy is slowly turning 
the apartment into our home.

Our apartment building is on the corner of Broadway and 98th Street. Our apartment has a lot of windows 
and the view is fascinating. You can pretty much buy whatever you need within a few blocks of where we live. 
Almost everything costs significantly more here than elsewhere, but the convenience is nice. The food is 
amazing and there is so much to see and do. We try to walk wherever we need to go. We have already gone 
on several epic urban hikes. Our bodies are slowly adjusting to the stress. I am happy to report that so far I 
have lost eleven pounds. The subway system gets us wherever else we need to go well enough that we do 
not need nor miss having a car. While we definitely live in a concrete jungle, we are very close to Central Park 



and Riverside Park. They will be wonderful places to enjoy with warmer weather. I know that many people 
cringe at even the thought of living in Manhattan, but so far we have no regrets whatsoever. 

It is very clear that we are no longer in the Bible Belt. Sadly, many people use vulgar language in public 
without giving it a second thought. While a few people have been directly rude to us, we have found that if we 
are patient with people and give them a reason to let down their defenses, they are usually very kind and 
pleasant. People are people wherever they may be.

After a few months on the market, we are so thankful that we finally got an offer on our house and that it is 
now under contract. If all goes well we will close on April 15. It will be a great relief to no longer have to make 
double payments for housing.

I think the Upper West Manhattan congregation and myself will be a good fit. The congregation is very 
ethnically and culturally diverse. I think that offers unique challenges and a refreshing change. The 
congregation does not have elders and apparently no immediate hope of getting them. That will certainly take 
some adjustment. It has been a long time since I have been a member of a congregation that operates 
through the use of men’s business meetings. But, the men who are most involved in the congregation appear 
to be men who should be able to work well together.

Thus far I have preached four times. On the first day of the week we only meet in the morning. I think this has 
always been the case because of the cost of the space and its unavailability on Sunday nights. We meet in 
the basement of a youth hostel. Since we rent the space by the hour, it is not always available for our use. It 
functions very well for worship–it is plenty large and the acoustics are great. But, sadly we do not have any 
additional space available for classes. We hang a curtain in the corner of the basement to make a space for a 
children’s class. At times it can get a little loud, but otherwise neither the adult nor the children’s classes 
appear to be effected in a negative manner.

I began by preaching a four-part series of lessons on the weightier provisions of the law, i.e. on the love or the 
agape of God, compassion or mercy, justice or righteous judgment, and faithfulness. I thought it was 
important at the beginning of our journey to make sure we were on the same page about the most important 
things because as we travel down the road ahead the most important thing will be for us to keep the most 
important things the most important things. 

In the morning I plan on preaching a lesson entitled, “Forgetting What Lies Behind.” I am convinced that one 
of the most important things we must do in the present is to forget about certain things in the past so we can 
flourish in the future.

We also meet on Tuesday nights (instead of Wednesday nights). Again, I think it has always been this way 
because of when our meeting space is available. I am teaching a class on the Sermon on the Mount, one of 
my favorite things to study. Midweek attendance is not what I hoped it to be, but we are working on it. 

The church rents a small office in another building so there is always a place for people to meet and study the 
Bible. Don Bunting, who formerly worked with the Upper West Manhattan congregation and has been very 
helpful to me, still uses the space for this purpose. There is enough room to add a few bookshelves. This will 
allow me to make at least some of my library accessible. For now, it is almost entirely in storage.

I genuinely believe that the fields here are ripe unto harvest. So far we have had one baptism, I have set up 
one study, and we have had two people inquire about placing membership. I am looking forward to getting all 
the preliminary preaching matters behind me so I can more fully focus on the doors of opportunity that 
present themselves here in Manhattan.

Life has been so incredibly busy there are still some things I need to do that I just have not gotten to yet. One 
is getting new health insurance. Once I know how the change will effect me financially I will be able to  make a 
fair assessment about how the actual cost of living here compares to my estimates and adapt accordingly. 

I have a gospel meeting next month in Somerset, Kentucky. The brethren there are supporting me in this 
work. I recently scheduled a gospel meeting for next year with the Skyview congregation in White House, 
Tennessee.

Well, I will sign off for now. I will report every month. If you have any questions or need anything else from me, 
just let me know. My contact information is TIm Norman, 220 W. 98th St. Apt 9H, New York, New York 10025.

In Him,Tim


